
Aerodynamic processes underlie the characteristics of the
acoustic signal of speech sounds. Empirical data on
aerodynamic parameters of speech production remain very
limited, mainly due to the difficulties of its acquisition.
Aerodynamic data are important for the understanding of
sound patterns in languages. The difficulties consist of
internally the nature of aerodynamic processes and, externally
the requirements of clinical and medical assistance. This
database is one of the very few databases of the aerodynamics
of speech production available today to the scientific
community. Therefore it offers a unique opportunity for speech
scientists to study the aerodynamics of speech production.

Goals:
• Record a substantial amount of simultaneous data to study

speech aerodynamics
• Obtain reference values of the aerodynamics of speech

production for both female and male speakers in different
languages
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Simultaneous and synchronous recordings of 5 types of signal
• Subglottal Pressure Ps (unit: hPa)
• Intraoral Pressure Po (unit: hPa)
• Oral Airflow Qo (unit: dm3/s)
• Nasal Airflow Qn (unit: dm3/s)
• Speech Acoustic Signal + Fundamental frequency (fo) + 

Intensity

This database contain materials of 3 languages: English, French,
and Amharic, cross-language comparison is possible with a
subset of this database
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Subglottal pressure (Ps) : the pressure below the focal folds 
which drives their vibrations.
• Measured directly by tracheal puncture.

Intraoral pressure (Po) : the pressure inside the oral cavity
• Measured with a flexible plastic tube inserted through the 

nasal cavity to the oropharynx.

Oral airflow (Qo)
• Measured with a flexible silicone rubber mask covering the 

mouth.

Nasal airflow (Qn)
• Measured through an olive inserted in one or two nostrils.

All measurements are acquired with Physiologia workstation 
(Teston and Galindo, 1990) and processed with Phonedit
software (Ghio, 2002)

Audio data are segmented and annotated with Praat
(Boersma, 2001)

English

French

Amharic

Conclusion

• Logatome

• Vowel & Logatome

• Simple consonants
• Labialised consonants
• Geminated consonants
• Glottalised consonants
• Ejectives

Logatome consists of the form (/CVCV / or / V V/), they are
constructed by combining three vowels [i], [a], [u] and stop
consonants [p], [t], [k], [b], [d], [g]. All words are produced with
carrier phrases : “say __ again.”, “__ say __ again.” or “Say __ __ __”

• Variation of vocalic and consonantal features

Feature variations include vowel height, oral/nasal consonant
opposition, voiced/unvoiced stops, fricatives and affricates,
sonorant, and consonant clusters.

Target words are summarised in the table below

• Word length and Stress position

Within a carrier phrase, target word length is modulated by
adding suffixes successively, stress position is carried by lexical
information so that aerodynamic process can be studied in an
ecological context. For example:
pit, pity, pitying, pityingly

• Sentences

Most phonetic features of French vowels and consonants are obtained, including nasals, sonorant,
voiced/unvoiced stop and fricatives

Variations of sentence length, syntactic structure, modality are included within these sentences

A website allow all data to be downloaded: https://corpus.ilpga.fr/aerodynamics/index.php
Data I/O and conversion tool and visualisation interface are developed using Python and Plotly. 

This speech aerodynamic database provides simultaneous and synchronous recordings of acoustic and
aerodynamic measurements of speech production in three languages, accompanied by web interface for
download and data visualisation. All data are provided with segmentation and annotation.
This database provides precious aerodynamic measurements on speech production, containing in
particular direct Ps measurement. It will allow a substantial development of studies on the aerodynamics of
speech production.
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